Hill Country Cattle invites you...

Back to the Basics

Simmental Bull & Female Sale

Saturday, March 22, 2014
12 Noon Sharp!
Fountain Run, KY
The annual Back to the Basic Sale was held on March 22, 2014 at the Hill Country Sale Facility near Fountain Run, KY. It was a beautiful sun filled day and many new and repeat breeders hooked up the trailers and selected fresh genetics for their breeding programs. The high quality sale offering was well received by the buying crowd as 71 lots averaged $3710. Cattle sold into KY, TN, OR, IL NE, MN, OK, OH, NY, MS, KS and IN.

**Averages:**

1. Simmental & Sim-Influenced Donor Females averaged $22,000
2. Simmental & Sim-Influenced Open Females averaged $3,750
3. Simmental & Sim-Influenced Spring Bred Females averaged $3,181
4. Simmental & Sim-Influenced Fall Bred Females averaged $2,896
5. Simmental & Sim-Influenced Bulls averaged $3,021
6. Total Simmental & Sim-Influenced Lots averaged $3,710

---

**TNGL Hopes Attraction A585**

W/C Wide Track x AJE/HS/MBCC Hope Floats – Open Heifer
Breeder: Tingle Farms
Buyer: Cammie Stehr, Clinton, OK

$24,500

**HPF Miss Pep W331**

SVF/NJC Built Right N48 x WW Miss Pep 58N
Bred to FBF1 Supremacy
Breeder: B&K Farms & Arnold Farms
Buyer: Hudson Pines Farms, Sleepy Hollow, NY & Hillstown Farms, Marissa, IL

$22,000

**B&K Ms. Temptress 86M 2A**

Moore Big Gun 42Y x WW Miss Temptress 86M – Open Heifer
Breeder: B&K Farms & Arnold Farms
Buyer: Donald Jackson, Lebanon, TN

$9,000

**HILCO Imagination 610Y**

HILCO/SS Ranchero U68 x SS Ebonys Image SS255
Open Heifer
Breeder: Hill Country Cattle Company
Buyer: Roger Holscher, Cook, NE

$9,000
**Star Of Fishing Ford 20A**

STF Fixation W155 x Shining Star – Open Heifer  
Breeder: B&K Farms & Arnold Farms  
Buyer: Darryl Wentland, Grants Pass, OR  

$8,750

**Star Of Fishing Ford 13A**

STF Fixation W155 x Shining Star – Open Heifer  
Breeder: B&K Farms & Arnold Farms  
Buyer: Darryl Wentland, Grants Pass, OR  

$7,250

**HILCO Turbo Booster 3404A**

SS Ebonys Premium Blend x HILCO Proud Lady 1107R  
Herd Bull Prospect  
Breeder: Hill Country Cattle Company  
Buyer: Drummond Farms, Fountain Run, KY  

$6,000

**HILCO Proud Chica 505A**

SS Ebonys Grandmaster x HILCO Proud Lady 1107R  
Open Heifer  
Breeder: Hill Country Cattle Company  
Buyer: HIlbrands Cattle Company, Clara City, MN  

$5,500

**B&K Ms. Star 65Z**

LBS The Foreman 702T x RCC Black Star U8111  
Bred to FBF1 Supremacy  
Breeder: B&K Farms & Arnold Farms  
Buyer: Larson Brothers Simmental, Laurens, IA  

$5,250
**Lot 42**

**GGSF Nirvana Z43**

SVF Steel Force S701 x Bramlets Pride  
Bred to K-LER Make It Rain  
Breeder: Graves Simmentals  
Buyer: Rafferty Farms, Springfield, KY  

$4,450

**Lot 69**

**Swain-BCS Rocky 001X**

CNS Dream On L186 x MF/MLF GGS Power 94R – Herd Bull  
Breeder: Hill Country Cattle Company  
Buyer: Comer Land & Cattle Company, Tompkinsville, KY  

$4,200

---

**Marketing Representatives:**  
Val Eberspacher, EE Sales, MN; Kelly Schmidt, EE Sales, MN; Jerod Metzger, KY; Dalton Lundy, KY; Jered Shipman, TX; Tommy Carper, IN; Roger Allen, IL; Shane Ryan, IL; Amanda Eberspacher, LiveAuctions.TV/EE Sales, MN  
**Auctioneer:** Jered Shipman, TX

---

**Hill Country Cattle Co.**  
Johnnie, Vanessa, Cody & Kyra Moore  
Ph. 270-434-4661 or Cell 270-670-7814  
1998 Defeated Creek Road  
Fountain Run, KY 42133  
hilocattle@yahoo.com  
www.hillcountrycattlecompany.com

---

**Sale Management:**  
Eberspacher ENTERPRISES INC.

---

**Guest Breeders:**  
**B&K Farms/Arnold Farms**  
Ben & Mike Brown 931-607-9171  
Jim Arnold 931-433-2527  
**Graves Simmental**  
Tim Graves Family 859-481-3954  
**Hillview Farm**  
Jim Faulkner 615-665-8810 or 615-473-3759  
Andrew Watts 270-887-2039  
**Tingle Farms**  
Derek Tingle 502-682-0806